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By car

If coming from the north on the A2 Autobahn, leave it 
using the exit marked «Emmen Süd». Then drive in the 
direction of «Ebikon» and through Sedel. After about 2.5 
kilometres you reach a roundabout, and after entering it, 
take the first right towards «Küssnacht a.R./Zentrum». At 
the intersection that soon follows, turn right once again 
towards «Küssnacht a.R./Zentrum». You drive towards the 
lake around 700 metres on the Zürichstrasse, which then 
turns into the Alpenstrasse. Immediately after the fourth 
traffic light at the Hotel Luzernerhof and before the Knecht 
Reisen AG travel agency, you turn right and make your way 
to Töpferstrasse.

In case you arrive from the south on the A2 Autobahn 
towards Lucerne, leave it using the exit marked «Lu-
zern Süd». Get in the left lane and drive approximately  
1.2 kilometres following the signs for «Luzern/Basel»  
and afterwards «Emmen/Littau/Zentrum». Once you reach 
Pilatusplatz, turn right following the signs for «Ebikon/ 
Küssnacht a.R.». After roughly 500 metres you pass by  
the train station. Next cross the lake on the Seebrücke, 
staying in the left-hand lane. Approximately 350 metres 
after you get off the bridge there is a traffic light.  
Go through this traffic light in the left lane so that after
wards you can  double-back 180° following the sign for 
the «City Hotels» and back towards the train station.  
Approximately 60 metres after turning around in this way 
and roughly 30 metres after the next traffic light at the 
corner of Alpenstrasse, you will see a bus stop on the 
right-hand side. At the far end of the waiting lane, turn 
right on to Töpferstrasse.

If you are approaching from Adligenswil or Meggen, 
drive on Haldenstrasse towards the city. Once you reach 
Luzernerhof, go through the traffic light at the corner of 
Alpenstrasse, and then after about 30 metres you will see 
a bus stop on the right side. At the end of the waiting lane, 
turn right on to Töpferstrasse.

No matter which approach you take, you can either park 
in the Schweizerhof public auto garage or, with advance 
notice, park in the private car park belonging to Töpfer-
strasse 5.

By bus

The following bus lines will bring you to the Luzernerhof 
bus stop:
Line  1 (Maihof/Obernau),
  6 (Würzenbach/Matthof),
  7 (WesemlinUnterlöchli/Biregghof),
  8 (Würzenbach/Hirtenhof),
 14 (Brüelstrasse/Bahnhof Luzern),
 19 (Friedental/Bahnhof Luzern) or
 24  (Meggen Gottlieben/Tschädigen/ 

Bahnhof Luzern).

Depending on from what direction and with which bus line 
you come, you must cross the street section named 
Schweizerhofquai and/or Löwenstrasse and Alpenstrasse 
(the two being connected by Gotthardstrasse) before  
you reach Töpferstrasse 5 as indicated on map on the 
left half of this page. Please note that bus line 7 towards  
Wesemlin-Unterlöchli and bus line 14 towards Brüelstrasse 
do not stop at Luzernerhof.

By train

Upon exiting the Lucerne train station, you can take one  
of the following bus lines and ride until you reach the  
Luzernerhof bus stop:
Line  1 (Maihof/Obernau),
  6 (Würzenbach/Matthof),
  8 (Würzenbach/Hirtenhof),
 19 (Friedental/Bahnhof Luzern) or
 24  (Meggen Gottlieben/Tschädigen/ 

Bahnhof Luzern).

Depending on which bus line you have selected, you must 
cross the street section named Schweizerhofquai and/or 
Löwenstrasse and Alpenstrasse (the two being connected 
by Gotthardstrasse) before you reach Töpferstrasse 5 as 
indicated on the map on the left half of this page.


